The moment when reading “clicks” for a child is a moment of discovery and independence. Children realize that they have the skills they need to access the world in an exciting new way—and that the universe is theirs to explore. However, for many of our children, a lack of access to quality texts limits their exploration and development as curious, confident readers. With Wonders and Big Universe™ from Fuel Education®, you can ensure that all your students have access to a wide range of authentic literature and instructional support, both in and out of the classroom.

Invite students to explore a Big Universe, full of Wonders!
To help teachers meet the needs of every student in their classrooms, Wonders offers connected, curated resources designed to foster a love of reading, along with timesaving tools to assess and support progress. Wonders weaves social emotional learning, science, and social studies into literacy instruction, backed by the research of Sesame Workshop, and enhanced by the Big Universe virtual bookroom.

With the dynamic pairing of Wonders and Big Universe, students and teachers get:

- 14,000+ authentic, leveled ebooks across grades K–12, in both English and Spanish
- 24/7 access on any device, designed to adapt to the user’s screen
- Powerful search functions that identify texts by genre, reading level, or topic of interest
- Help finding the right book, with leveling by Lexile, Fountas and Pinnell, DRA, and ATOS
- Cross-curricular support across content areas including science, social studies, and math
- **Coming Soon:** The Big Universe Reading Fluency Tool, a way to automatically assess reading levels through read-alouds and quick retell questions, helping each student level up as reading fluency increases.

Explore More at: my.mheducation.com/login
To sample, log in using your Wonders credentials:
- Username: indianawonders
- Password: sampleINWonders

Click on the Big Universe icon within your Wonders digital book bag, this will take you to the Big Universe log-in page, where you will then submit the Wonders UN/PW listed above.

For more information about accessing Wonders and Big Universe in your classroom, contact your local McGraw-Hill Education sales representative at mheonline.com/Indiana

Big Universe is a registered trademark of Fuel Education LLC.